Heparin-coated cardiopulmonary bypass circuits: current status.
Heparin-coated circuits have been subjected to vigorous testing, both experimentally and clinically, for the past decade. When the functions of heparin are preserved on the surface, the heparinized surface plays multiple roles in attenuating the systemic inflammatory response. These include the ability to attenuate contact activation, coagulation activation, complement activation and, directly or indirectly, platelet and leukocyte activation. The heparinized surface also renders the cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) circuits hydrophilic and protein resistant and augments lipoprotein binding. The multifunctional nature of the heparinized surface contributes to the overall biocompatibility of the surface. Clinically, heparin-coated circuits become most effective in reducing systemic inflammatory response and in improving morbidity, mortality, and other patient outcome related parameters when material-independent blood activation is controlled or minimized through a global biocompatibility strategy. Techniques involved in the global biocompatibility strategy are readily available and are being effectively and safely practiced at several centers. With the global biocompatibility strategy, outstanding and reproducible results have been routinely achieved with conventional CPB techniques. Alternative revascularization procedures should equal or surpass conventional CPB, using best clinically proven strategies with respect to patient outcome and long-term graft patency.